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The Wrong Panties is neither a short story nor a novella, it's a full length (82,858 words) erotic novel by
Sandy Heath featuring themes of chastity and cross-dressing and descriptions of sexual acts which those of a
sensitive nature may find not to their tastes. It is, therefore, not suitable for such readers nor for anyone
considered a minor by the authorities in their country of residence.

If you are looking for crude language you will not find it here. What you will hopefully find is erotic
literature where care has been taken to proof read the entire work and eliminate the usual poor grammar and
spelling errors which, rather sadly in my opinion, tend to characterise the genre. If you appreciate the effort
which has been put into this work, then do, please, say so by leaving a review. If enough appreciative
reviews are left then, you never know, I might be motivated to write a sequel.

The Wrong Panties is a work of fiction but almost all of the scenarios have been tested for practicality, just
for the sake of realism and authenticity of course. Most have been tested more than once, many have been
tested several times and some have been exhaustively tested over and over again – only for the sake of
research you understand. (That’s my story and I’m sticking to it!) However, if you choose to indulge in any
of the concepts, events or scenarios depicted within this novel, you do so entirely at your own risk and that of
your reputation as a sane human being.

As I said, it is a work of fiction but many of you will wish it wasn’t and I’ll wager some of you wish it had
happened, could happen or would happen to you. Maybe you will even live in hope that it will happen to
you. Well you could always risk leaving it around for your wife or girlfriend to read . . . . . . . . . . if you dare!

Should you choose to share it with the significant female in your life, I feel it only right to warn you that
there may be consequences. Two immediately spring to mind:-
One:- she may decide that you’re an incorrigible pervert and leave you for someone far more grey and
boring.
Two:- she may decide that you’re an incorrigible pervert and take advantage of your fetishes and weaknesses
to ensure that she gets all the sex she wants exactly the way she wants it by keeping you, too, teased and
tormented in sensual frilliness and desperate for release and relief while you struggle and strain, inescapably
locked in "The Wrong Panties".

So:-
Be careful what you wish for. - You just might get it!
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From reader reviews:

Dorothy Shuler:

Information is provisions for people to get better life, information nowadays can get by anyone from
everywhere. The information can be a understanding or any news even a problem. What people must be
consider while those information which is within the former life are challenging be find than now is taking
seriously which one works to believe or which one the resource are convinced. If you have the unstable
resource then you have it as your main information you will have huge disadvantage for you. All those
possibilities will not happen with you if you take The Wrong Panties as the daily resource information.

Noah Giles:

The particular book The Wrong Panties will bring you to the new experience of reading a book. The author
style to elucidate the idea is very unique. If you try to find new book to see, this book very suited to you. The
book The Wrong Panties is much recommended to you to see. You can also get the e-book from official web
site, so you can quickly to read the book.

Linda Hill:

People live in this new day time of lifestyle always try to and must have the free time or they will get large
amount of stress from both way of life and work. So , if we ask do people have extra time, we will say
absolutely yes. People is human not a robot. Then we question again, what kind of activity do you have when
the spare time coming to anyone of course your answer can unlimited right. Then do you ever try this one,
reading publications. It can be your alternative with spending your spare time, the particular book you have
read is usually The Wrong Panties.

Lily Tarver:

Are you kind of stressful person, only have 10 or 15 minute in your day time to upgrading your mind ability
or thinking skill actually analytical thinking? Then you are experiencing problem with the book in
comparison with can satisfy your short time to read it because this time you only find guide that need more
time to be examine. The Wrong Panties can be your answer given it can be read by a person who have those
short time problems.
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